.4b.~rra~v-Protocol conformance testing is an important method to ensure the quality of network communication sofhvsre. In this piper, we present a formal method to test neighbor discovery protocol, which is one of the basic IPv6 protocols. The formal model EFSM is extended with simple timed operations to specify protocol behaviors. We propose a practical adjusted test generation method applied to such a model. We also implement a test suite in TTCN and perform automatic testing to Ip16 routers in our test system PITS. Test results provide helpful reference to the development of Ip1.6 router.
Confonimce lcsling (121) is a basic nietliod of protocol tcstiiig. wluch can be used.. to test whether an impleinentation conionm to its proto_cp! .specifcation. Many rescarches have been done on neighbor .discovery protocol testing. such as [l] [IO] [ I l l . In all these works, fcu formal incthods lavc bccn uscd [I] spccifics test c a m in natural language and its test suite is not complete towards the protocol specification: [lo] specifies test cases in Per1 script. \ducIi are difficult to develop and understand: [ I l l proposed a test specification language called TSS to specify tesl cases. but TSS is not a slandard language and has poor scalability. Furthennore. they all should be executed on the propnetal): test systems. On the other hand. in all these works. test cases are developed manually according to the textual protocol specifications--RFC, which is not guided b!. a fonnal method. Such a way cannot ensure test coverage and reliability of test suite.
In this paper. we propose a formal metliod to test neighbor discover?: protocol. In the method, FSM (Finite Slate Macluue)-based fonnal tecluuque is used to specify The reniainder of tltis paper is structured as follows. Section I1 introduces neighbor discovery protocol, and the formal model we use to speclfy it. Section 111 presents a test generation method applied on the formal model. In section IV. teclmiques used in practical test activities are given and we also illustrate the test results to real-life router implementations. Conclusion and future work aTe given in section V.
PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION a'D FORMAL MODEL

A . Neighbor Discoverery Protocol
Neighbor DiscoveIy (for short, ND) Protocol (191) is one of the basic protocols in I h 6 , which corresponds to a combination of ARP protocol, ICMP router discovery and ICMP redirect function in IPv4. In addition, Neighbor Unreachability Detection mechanism is supplied to enhance the robustness of packet transmission. All functions in ND protocol are implemented by using five ICMP packet types. a pair of Router Solicitation and Router Advertisement messages, a pair of Neighbor Solicitation and Neighbor Advertisements messages, and a Redirect message. nniforinly. In ND protocol, two types of nodes exist in a link router and host Router is the node that fonvards IP packets MI explicitly addressed to itself. which is the relay node in the link, while host is any node that is not a router. which is the end node.
B. Forrnal Model
Neighbor In conformance testing, a protocol implenientation can be considered as a black-box. so we can apply inputs to it and observe its outputs to see if it conforms to its specification. In JUT (Implementation Under Test); the timed p a t is used to control its timed behavior. But tius part cannot be controlled and observed externally, that is. tester bas no capability to determine when a timer is started or timed-out. ... In ND protocol testing, many test cases require different configurations of IUT. Before execution of each test case. IUT should be configured properly according to the requirement of the test case. Another requirement of test configuration is the implementation of the reset operation which leads the state machine of the IUT to its initial state NONE, i.e., deletes the corresponding neighbor cache entry.
Such a reset operation should be used in the beginning of each test case. So the above two requirements of test configuration can be implemented in a uniform way, such as telnet. In order to inake test process fully automatic. test configuration should also be automatic. We extend the function of RI to suppolt automatic configuration of IUT. The mechanism of such a function is shown in fig. 4 : A test suite configuration description file (all-conf.dat) is used to specifi the configuration information of all test cases. Since autonutic configuration is realized by telnet. some necessan. infonnation about telnet should be specified (in line 3-5). To realize automatic configuration in different wpe of IUTs. s?.steni v p e nanie of IUT should be specified in line 2. For each test case in test suite. we use a confignratioi? script file to speclfy its configuration. A ntapping will be nude from %lUT-sys and %lestcase-name to the configuration script file mine %IUT_sys/%conf-filename. 
